Tauranga City Council Plan Change 26 – Housing choice

1. Recommendations

1.1 Property Council Bay of Plenty Branch (“Property Council”) welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on the Tauranga City Council’s Plan Change 26 (“the Plan Change”).

1.2 Property Council is generally supportive of the intent of the Plan Change and acknowledges the role that housing intensification plays in achieving a compact city and a sustainable urban form. However, further work should be done on the Residential Outcomes Framework (“ROF”). We recommend adding the following criteria to the ROF to ensure better assessment process and delivery of a wider range of benefits for all:

- **Creativity**: encouraging innovative and imaginative solutions.
- **Collaboration**: between all decision-makers (central, regional and local government, professionals, transport operators and developers) to share knowledge of demand and likely uptake.
- **Capacity of network infrastructure**: to determine if appropriate infrastructure capacity is available to service the development.

1.3 Quality urban design requires good communication and co-ordinated actions across different sectors. Therefore, we recommend setting up an urban design advisory panel of proven action-takers to provide independent design review of the projects. This will ensure industry buy-in and input is considered, and informed decisions are made in a timely fashion.

1.4 Property Council strongly supports good urban design. However, there is a risk that strong prescriptive approaches to design may limit innovation, cause development lag and sometimes have the opposite effect than intended. Therefore, we recommend the Council take a balanced approach to ensure innovation can occur to reach good design outcomes supported by a practical and time-critical urban design advisory panel.

2. Introduction

2.1 Property Council’s purpose is; “Together, shaping cities where communities thrive”. We believe in the creation and retention of well-designed, functional and sustainable built environments which contribute to New Zealand’s overall prosperity. We support legislation that provides a framework to enhance economic growth, development, liveability and growing communities.
2.2 Property Council’s Bay of Plenty Branch has 105 members. The property sector contributes $1.6b or 14 per cent of GDP of the Bay of Plenty area and employs 8,600 people. That makes it the region’s largest economic sector.

2.3 Tauranga City Council (“The Council”) is proposing to make changes to the Tauranga City Plan to allow the building of different types of dwellings more easily. Different typologies will provide a range of housing choices and create great spaces to live in and great neighbourhoods. This submission responds to the issues and questions raised in the [Overview of the Plan Change and associate consultation documents](#).

2.4 This submission provides an overview of the current rules around housing provisions in Tauranga and proposals under the Plan Change. This submission also provides recommendations around proposed rules for residential development in Te Papa and citywide residential areas, residential activities in commercial zones and the ROF.

2.5 In preparing our submission we sought and received feedback from a selection of our Tauranga-based members. Comments and recommendations are provided on those issues that are relevant to Property Council and its members.

3. **Current rules for housing provision**

3.1 Tauranga is one of New Zealand’s fastest-growing city. The number of people living here has doubled in the past 30 years and is expected to grow by at least 45,000 more in the next 30 years.¹ Tauranga communities and demographics are also changing as the population is getting older, and family sizes are getting smaller. This means that there is less need for large houses (e.g. three or four bedrooms) in Tauranga, and more demand for compact type homes such as duplexes, apartments or townhouses.

3.2 At the same time, the city is facing a land shortage for housing. Further to this, there is an expected shortfall of 600 homes within the next one to three years and 3,500 homes in the next four to 10 years.² The lack of land availability will continue to affect land prices which will continue to increase creating a huge challenge for building affordable homes in fast growing areas like Tauranga.

3.3 Housing supply constraints can also have widespread effects on the economy. For example, NZIER has recently estimated the economic impact of the housing shortage in Tauranga:

- The constraint on growth will lead to cumulative foregone GDP of $180 million over the short-term period of three years. Over the 10-year period this will lead to cumulative foregone GDP of $2.547 billion;
- Construction employment is projected to lower by 195-290 workers relative to the unconstrained market in the short term. Medium-term construction employment lower by 1,140 – 1,680 workers; and
- Median house price increase of approximately $40,000 per annum over the short-term, and $702,000 in total over the medium term.

3.4 Increased intensification and provision of opportunities to build more compact types of dwellings, such as duplexes, apartments or townhouses is one of the options to accommodate growth and meet the
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changing community needs. However, current rules for residential land are a barrier to achieving a mix of housing typologies and choices for residents.

4. **Overview of the Plan Change**

4.1 The Plan Change will enable significant intensification opportunities. This includes broad provisions for duplexes and terraced housing development, as well as more targeted provisions for apartment building focused on the Te Papa peninsula.

4.2 Property Council is generally supportive of the intent of the Plan Change and acknowledges the role that increased intensification plays in achieving a compact city and a sustainable urban form. In particular, well-planned intensification:

- Enables housing affordability as bare land costs in most cases decreases on a per dwelling basis when density increases;
- Provides greater connectivity as intensification should be situated near key transport hubs or within the CBD itself making it easier for people to walk, cycle or use public transport. This also reduces costs of new roads and infrastructure;
- Creates positive urban design outcomes as an increase in housing typologies and choice becomes available;
- Is environmentally friendly as it creates less sprawl (i.e. reduced car usage).
- Enables protection of high-quality soils; and
- Is cheaper for local authorities as growth nodes require massive strategic investment in infrastructure (whereas infill usually requires limited or small upgrades that are not so costly).

4.3 While we support the Plan Change in principle, there is a need to work through the detail of the proposed changes to ensure they deliver on the objectives the Council has set for it. The next sections provide comments and recommendations on how this could be achieved.

5. **Proposed rules for residential development in Te Papa and citywide residential areas**

5.1 The Council is proposing to change the City Plan to make building terraced houses, townhouses and apartments in some parts of Te Papa (e.g. in the areas within walking distance to centres, public transport, schools, open space and amenities) and citywide residential areas a ‘restricted discretionary activity’ (instead of a ‘discretionary activity’). We strongly support residential development that has access to public transport, education, employment opportunities, open space and amenities as this allows communities to connect to the CBD and access other areas of the community.

5.2 Changing the status from ‘discretionary activity’ to a ‘restricted discretionary activity’ should simplify the consenting process for Council and in theory should be faster. It is important to note that there continues to be a risk for developers who apply for a consent that is a ‘restricted discretionary’ or ‘discretionary activity’ as marketing and bank funding are likely to be held back until consents are obtained. If the purpose of amending the status from a ‘discretionary activity’ to a ‘restricted discretionary activity’ is to reduce Council’s workload and consent timeframes – we recommend the Council ensure consents are processed in a timely manner. This will better ensure developers have confidence in the process and can more easily or quickly obtain the necessary financing to develop.

5.3 Additionally, the Council is proposing some amendments to the existing city living zone rules, to make them more enabling of increased density while ensuring good quality development outcomes occur. The rest of Te Papa will remain zoned as suburban residential and will be subject to the changes proposed to enable duplexes and terraced houses, townhouses in that zone. We support a provision of a range of
building types that can respond to a diverse range of needs and accommodate growth. As higher density living becomes more popular, urban consolidation and intensification is now increasingly viable as a long-term alternative to the sprawl.3

5.4 Further to this, the Council has developed and amended existing rules around what terraced houses, townhouses and apartment building developments should look like in Te Papa and citywide residential areas. This will provide a level of certainty for developers (e.g. maximum height, minimum dwelling size, visual outlook, car parking etc.). At the same time, there is a provision for some flexibility to accommodate site specific circumstances (e.g. no requirement for sunlight admission, no minimum site area, no minimum or maximum density requirements etc).

5.5 We strongly support good urban design. However, we note that strong prescriptive approach to some elements of the design may limit innovation and sometimes have the opposite effect than intended. We recommend a balanced approach is taken to ensure innovation can occur to reach good design outcomes. This requires further refinement for some of the proposed rules to ensure that quality compact types of homes could be built in Tauranga, while some flexibility to accommodate site specific needs is also provided.

400m² section size for duplex dwellings

5.6 The proposal to allow for duplex on a minimum 400m² section size is in direct conflict with Tauranga’s minimum lot size of 325 m², which has been in place for a long time. Therefore, we recommend the Council reduce the provisions for a duplex on a minimum 400m² section size to cater for the minimum lot size of 325 m². This will allow the Council to make it easier for people to build more duplex homes.

Number of car parks for duplexes and townhouses

5.7 The current rule for stand-alone houses is two spaces per unit. The Council is proposing to calculate the number of car parks for duplexes and townhouses based on the number of bedrooms. We believe that some flexibility is needed in this area. For example, a two-bedroom duplex or townhouse which is 30 minutes away from the CBD and not well connected to public transport will likely be more marketable if it has more than one car park available. In comparison, a two-bedroom duplex or townhouse in the CBD may not require multiple car parks. We recommend the Council provide a minimum of one car park per duplex and townhouse dwelling to allow some flexibility for the market to decide whether more car parks are appropriate. This will allow greater flexibility for developers and shift the process to be more market driven.

9m height limit for duplexes and townhouses

5.8 The proposal is to keep nine metres height maximum. However, given New Zealand’s (and Tauranga’s) history of leaky homes, we believe that this proposal is not practical (e.g. does not allow for roof articulation and roofs with good slopes to push water outside of the building envelope).

5.9 In 2013, the Council had the fifth highest number of leaky homes among 74 district and city councils nationwide, lodged in the Government’s WeatherTight Homes Resolution Service system. It cost about $25.2 million to repair 277 leaky homes in Tauranga City and Western Bay of Plenty.4 Further to this, in
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2017, Tauranga City Council received 223 claims in relation to leaky homes, which cost the Council $6.85m in pay-outs.5

5.10 We recommend the Council undertake further work in this space to ensure provision of great design outcomes and healthy homes. The following options could be considered:

- 10.5m height, or
- a new measure for the height definition from the ceiling of the top level, or
- amending the intrusion rules to allow for roof forms to substantially project through the maximum height plane.

Overarching approach to developing rules

5.11 Given the examples above, we want to reiterate the importance of ensuring that the intensification imperatives and outcomes sought by the Plan Change do not result in significant adverse effects on residential character, visual amenity, or poor quality built form (e.g. 5m² for a rubbish bin). Therefore, consideration should be given to the suitability of the existing design criteria for activities to ensure that poor quality infill is avoided. This is where the ROF comes in (see section 7).

6. Residential activities in the commercial zone

6.1 Residential activities in the commercial zone are currently a permitted activity (i.e. no resource consent required). The Council is proposing to change this to a restricted discretionary activity, meaning people will need to apply for a resource consent to build apartments in commercial areas. Further to this, the Council has put some rules around what residential activities in the commercial zone should look like, and what elements they should include (e.g. residential activities must be located above ground floor only).

6.2 Mixed-use developments today are quite common, as cities are becoming more multi-functional, commercially ‘open for business’ and less self-contained. Successful planning for mix-used developments can transform a business district from one that closes at night into an area that is vibrant around the clock. It can also generate wider range of benefits for the community, such as reduced demand for transport.6 However, quality and extent of the impact of the mixed-use developments depend on how these developments are planned and delivered. We are aware that Tauranga has previously experienced negative consequences of residential development in commercial areas delivering poor urban design and on-site amenity outcomes.

6.3 We support the proposed changes as there is a need to ensure that residential development does not compromise the purpose of the commercial zone. As stated earlier, we strongly urge the Council to quickly process all restricted discretionary activity consent applications.

7. Residential Outcomes Framework

7.1 Some forms of development will be subject to urban design assessment criteria. To support good urban design outcomes, the Council is proposing to introduce urban design assessment criteria or ROF for higher density developments supported by an urban design guide. The Council will assess developments
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against both the relevant city plan rules, and the assessment criteria – through the resource consent process. If rules cannot be met, the applicant will need to undertake a more complex consenting process.

7.2 Property Council supports the proposal as quality urban design is crucial part of successful implementation of urban intensification and compact city ideas. Further to this, strong urban design controls can help overcome the negative stigma associated with urban intensification. Therefore, it is important to ensure that what is designed meets people’s needs and aspirations, and that people want to live and work there. However, strong prescriptive approaches to design may limit innovation and sometimes have the opposite effect than intended. We recommend a more flexible approach is considered for proposals that may not meet the design criteria but result in a good design outcome.

7.3 While we support the proposal, there are other criteria that the Council should also consider to better meet changing community needs and accommodate growth. New Zealand’s Ministry for the Environment (“the MfE”) has developed the Urban Design Protocol that provides a platform to make New Zealand towns and cities more successful through quality urban design. Importantly, these criteria have been designed to help cities become:

- competitive places that thrive economically and facilitate creativity and innovation;
- liveable places that provide a choice of housing, work and lifestyle options;
- healthy environments that sustains people and nature;
- inclusive places that offer opportunities for all citizens;
- distinctive places that have a strong identity and sense of place; and
- well-governed places that have a shared vision and sense of direction.

7.4 These criteria in the MfE’s Urban Design Protocol are very similar to the ones proposed by the Council. This includes context, character, choice, connections, sustainability, safety and security. However, there are two other criteria that could also be added to the Council’s assessment process. We recommend adding the following:

- **Creativity**: encouraging innovative and imaginative solutions. Creativity adds richness and diversity, facilitates new ways of thinking, and supports a dynamic urban cultural life and fosters strong urban identities.
- **Collaboration**: Quality urban design requires good communication and co-ordinated actions from all decision-makers: central, regional and local government, professionals, transport operators, developers and users.

7.5 Further to this, we recommend setting up an urban design advisory panel similarly to the one that Auckland Council has. For example, Auckland Council’s Urban Design Panel provides independent design review of significant projects across the region. It plays a key role in improving the quality of the built environment across the Auckland region. The panel is an independent advisory body and whilst it does not have statutory decision-making powers, it will have strong influence on the consented outcomes. Planning applications and/or proposals include recommendations from the panel in an urban design report. The delegated council officers or the planning commissioners appointed will consider the application.
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7.6 The Council is doing further work to address matters such as capacity of network infrastructure, and natural hazards, and whether these should be included in the assessment process. We recommend the inclusion of the ‘Capacity of network infrastructure’ criterion into the ROF as it will determine if appropriate infrastructure capacity is available to service the development. Particularly, if the capacity is reached it will be an indicator for the Council to spend more money in a particular area to extend the capacity of the network.

7.7 The Council is also considering ‘Natural hazards’ criterion to assess how development addresses natural hazards in specific locations. We believe that decisions on national hazards should be kept at the national level (i.e. through spatial plans, but not by individual councils). This is consistent with our position on the Resource Management Act (“the RMA”) reform. For example, the RMA has a role to play in giving guidance on how climate change issues should be addressed from a planning perspective (not only guiding planning for climate change adaptation but also providing a framework for recognising the benefits of climate-friendly development). However, the RMA should not require individual consent authorities to have to identify and address all potential climate change-related issues natural hazards arising from a proposed development, as local authorities are unlikely to have the capacity or capability to do so.

7.8 We are concerned that inclusion of the ‘Natural hazards’ criterion into the RFO will likely result in consent applications becoming much more complex, would cause uncertainty and delay in the consenting process. This is also contradictory to the overarching Government’s intention to speed up the consenting process to support economic recovery post lockdown. Therefore, we do not recommend the Council include the ‘Natural hazards’ criterion in the assessment process.
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8. Conclusion

8.1 We largely support the Council’s proposed amendments to the Tauranga City Plan through the proposed Plan Change. These changes are required to successfully create a compact city where people want to live and implement urban intensification to accommodate growth now and into the future. This includes an increase in dwelling density through provision of a range of building types, the advancement of mixed-use developments with the right balance between residential and commercial activities and a reaffirmed focus on the quality of development through the application of fit-for-purpose urban design criteria.

8.2 Our concern, however, is that strict urban design rules may limit innovation, cause development lag and sometimes have the opposite effect than intended. We recommend the Council take a balanced approach to ensure innovation can occur to reach good design outcomes.

8.3 Further to this, Property Council recommends including additional criteria to the ROF to ensure better assessment process and delivery of a wider range of benefits for all. These criteria include creativity, collaboration and capacity of network infrastructure. We also recommend setting up an urban design advisory panel to ensure industry buy-in and input from all decision-makers is considered, and timely informed decisions are made.

8.4 Property Council would like to thank the Council for the opportunity to provide feedback on the Plan Change as it gives our members a chance to have their say on future development of Tauranga. We also wish to be heard in support of our submission.

8.5 Any further queries do not hesitate to contact Natalia Tropotova, Senior Advocacy Advisor, via email: natalia@proeprtynz.co.nz or cell: 021863015.

Yours sincerely,

Scott Adams

Bay of Plenty Branch President
Property Council New Zealand